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Motivation
• Strong desire to enable normally expensive and/or

hazardous procedural training in domains where real-life,
hands-on practice is essential to learning.

• Example domains include: surgery, air combat, control of
complex machinery, mission planning, warfare
simulation, negotiating, pizza making, …

• DoD uses games to develop individual and collective
skills
– Tank navigation in the early 80s using a modified Atari

Battlezone arcade game
– Piloting with Microsoft Flight Simulator
– Collaborative urban warfare simulation in 1996 with Marine

Doom
– Networked armor combat simulation with SIMNET



Proposed Solution

• Doing: Enable students to perform
independent, collaborative, or competitive
tasks “hands-on” using networked virtual
environments and wearable computing
devices.

• Teaching: Add domain independent
pedagogical agents capable of observing
the world, interacting with the world, and
providing feedback.

In the Beginning, There Was a
Framework

• 1983: SOAR (State, Operator And Result)

• Attempt to develop and apply a unified
theory of human and artificial intelligence.

• Does not provide built-in support for
demonstration, explanation, question
answering.



Circa 1997, Steve Was Born
• Domain-independent pedagogical capabilities layered on

top of Soar architecture.
– Implemented these pedagogical capabilities as Soar production

rules.
– New domain requires new task knowledge; pedagogical layer

remains unchanged.

• Member of larger environment for simulated training:
Virtual Environments for Training (VET) project.
– http://www.isi.edu/isd/VET/vet.html

• Example domain for paper: high-pressure air
compressor

VET Architecture

http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/soar/sitemaker/docs/misc/GentleIntroduction-2006.pdf

A Gentle Introduction to Soar, an Architecture for Human Cognition: 2006 Update. Jill Fain Lehman, John Laird, Paul
Rosenbloom



Example Scenario
Steve: “I will now perform a functional test of the drain alarm light. First check that

the drain monitor is on.”
Student: realizes they have seen this procedure “Let me finish.”
…Steve lets student continue

Student: unsure of what to do next, asks “What should I do next?”
Steve: “I suggest you press the function test button.”
Student: “Why?”
Steve: “That action is relevant because we want the drain monitor in test mode.”
Student: “Why?”
Steve: “That goal is relevant because it will allow us to check the alarm light.”
Student: understands, but forgets which is the test button. “Show me how to do it.”

Steve moves to function test button and pushes it.
Alarm light comes on, indicating alarm light is on. Steve and (hopefully) the student

recognize this change to the light.

What Was Steve Doing?

• Demonstrates task performance by interacting with the
environment
– The student can observe what Steve does and vice versa

• Answers student questions
– “What next?” “Can you show me?” “Why do you do this?”

• Explains why steps are relevant
– In response to “why do you do this?”

…And so, how’s he doing all this?



Steve’s Brain and Body

http://ai.eecs.umich.edu/soar/sitemaker/docs/misc/GentleIntroduction-2006.pdf

A Gentle Introduction to Soar, an Architecture for Human Cognition: 2006 Update. Jill Fain Lehman, John Laird, Paul
Rosenbloom
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Goals and Primitives

• Goals are attribute-value pairs

• p: perceptual state; m: Steve’s mental state

• Primitive plan steps

• Library of actions capable of being executed by Action component

Plan Construction
• Design constraint: must be able to change plans when

unexpected events occur.
– Hey, this sounds like partial order planning…

• Hierarchical task model used to guide plan construction
and revision.
– Backward-chaining, but uses task model as the guide to provide

action selection and ordering constraints.
– Primitive actions already grounded, so no variable binding

required.

• Adapting to unexpected events thus becomes re-
executing steps whose goals became undone, or
skipping steps whose goals were achieved.



Demonstration

• Multiple steps can be chosen at any given
time. Which should be chosen?
– Don’t interleave subtasks
– Unrelated subtask could occur (alarm) which

needs immediate attention.
• Focus stack

– Maintain current focus

• Alarm has higher precedence so it gets pushed

• Steve will be present until completion
unless the student says “let me finish”

Monitoring
• Maintain own plan for completing task and use it to

assess student’s actions and answer questions.

• “What should I do next?”
– Next step in Steve’s plan
– Adapt to unexpected events
– If Steve doesn’t know what to do, he says so

• “Show me what to do”
– Demonstrates next step.
– If multiple next steps possible, need plan recognition about

student’s current focus.



Explaining Relevance
• Explanations generated by traversing the causal links

– step -> goal -> step -> goal -> …
• Maintaining a plan enables Steve to perform this

suggestion rationalization.

Bonus: After Action Review

• After Steve completes a demonstration,
the student can ask Steve to rationalize
any steps of the plan.
– Plan is already finished and doesn’t have the

‘state’ in which plan was executed to
regenerate.

• Uses Soar’s episodic memory capability
which stores actions and the situations in
which they were performed.



Evaluation

• Gave to Air Force’s Armstrong Laboratory for
informal evaluation on high-pressure air
compressor scenario.

• Authors state they are extending knowledge to
include other operations.

• No results on learning gains or comparisons with
standard teaching methods.

Related Work

• Soar fighter pilot (Tambe et al. 1995) engages
with other simulated pilots in air combat
– Steve has declarative domain knowledge; fighter pilot

works over domain-specific production rules
• Sinus surgery agent (Billinghurst and Savage

1996) has speech recognition and natural
language capabilities
– Cannot adapt to unexpected events or allow flexibility

of performing tasks (serendipitous goal achievement)



Related Work
• Homer (Vere and Bickmore 1990) operates a

submarine
– Plans from scratch and cannot monitor a student

performing a task.
– Has NL understanding and generation, temporal

reasoning, obstacle avoidance
• Cognitive tutors (Andersen 1995) use production

rules to encode domain for geometry and
physics
– Production rules come at a price: laborious to build
– Procedural are more practical domains like operation

and maintenance of equipment and procedures
change frequently

The Future (circa 2002) with Paco

• Paco = Steve + Collagen discourse theory
– Tested on same domain of naval gas turbine operation, but

without the 3D environment
– Adds a student model to see if student has sufficient knowledge

to choose a next step
• Coached practice takes on new form of deciding when to let go

– Well-established principles from computational linguistics.

• Structure allows for more flexible pedagogical
approaches
– Maintains what steps the student knows (Paco taught before), if

the student is aware a step needs doing, shown when a step has
been completed.



The Future (with or without Paco)

• Team training: extend Steve’s task
representation to distinguish roles of different
team members.

• Explain preconditions he does not know how to
achieve to prevent him from getting stuck.
– Perhaps leverage something from Soar?

• Overlay model vs. having buggy student model

Summary and Contributions

• Steve’s cognitive model and plan
representation enable Steve to
demonstrate tasks, answer student
questions, and explain what steps are
relevant, all in one agent.

• Steve was integrated into a larger, virtual
reality simulation world where he was
capable of adapting to unexpected events.
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Related Work

• Declarative representation of procedural
knowledge
– Burton (1982); Munro et. al (1993), Rickel

(1988) included only steps and ordering
constraints

• Causal links allow automatic generation of
explanations & to adapt procedures to unexpected
circumstances, making him more robust.


